
Celebrity  News:  Wendy
Williams  Addresses  Affair
Rumors  Regarding  Husband
Kevin Hunter

By Ashleigh Underwood

For a celebrity talk show host, it can be weird being the
center of attention. However, Wendy Williams is not one to shy
away from hot issues, even when they are about her own life.
Recently, celebrity news has been surrounding her love life
with husband Kevin Hunter and his rumored affair. Yet, this
week, Williams took to her show to share her opinion on the
matter, according to E! Online. Speaking to her live audience
she said “I stand by my man” effectively shooting down the
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rumors  and  proving  their  celebrity  relationship  is  going
strong.

This  celebrity  news  has  us
wondering  if  we  really  know  our
partners.  What  are  some  ways  to
know if you can trust your partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

Trust is a huge part of a relationship and without it, you and
your partner are doomed to fail. Still, putting your trust in
someone can be scary and hard. Here a few ways to know if you
can trust the one you’re with:

1. You know where their heart is: When you are dating someone,
you should feel like you are their number one. You should
never feel like you are in competition with someone else and
have to struggle to gain your partner’s affection. If you know
that their heart lies with you and only you, then you have a
foundation of trust being built.

Related Link: David Arquette Says Courteney Cox’s New Beau
Johnny McDaid is “a Great Man”

2. They give reassurance: When you are having trust issues
with somebody, it can be very helpful to have reassurance from
them. Just hearing your partner say “you can trust me” can
instill confidence in your relationship. When they acknowledge
your fears and take steps to reassure them, you know you can
truly trust them.

Related  Link:  Wendy  Williams  Lashes  Out  at  Hedi  Klum  for
Relationship with Bodyguard Boyfriend

3. There are no red flags: Sometimes it is very obvious when
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you shouldn’t trust somebody. If they are not hiding the fact
that they’re doing shady things and sneaking around behind
your back, you should back away. However, if your partner does
nothing but show you that they are worthy of your trust,
believe them. It is true that actions speak louder than words.

How did you know you could truly trust your partner? Comment
below!


